


I’m OK, it’s just all of you 
that have problems!



Successful people 
understand people

Understanding people’s thinking and 

behaviour helps to build relationships 

and achieve success



The Left Bias The Right Bias

I am Linear I am chaotic

I am a mathematician I am poetic, sensitive to pleasure

I love the familiar, order and logic I take risks

I categorize, plan and organise I am boundless imagination

I am analytical, strategic and practical I am philosophical

A master of words and language I say it how I feel about it

I am realistic I can see the possibilities

?



Click! Colours

Click is a great moderation tool that allows us to understand how people see 

us

Click Colours with CTS end.mp4
Click Colours with CTS end.mp4




The Safekeeper (Gail)



The Carer (Rose)



The Player (Yuri)



Place cards 

in order

(Your Click! Colour Spectrum) 

Most like you on top

Least like you on

bottom



Some sub-personalities shine 
brighter than others



Skills Green Blue Red Yellow

Adaptability

Collaboration

Communication

Influence

Planning

Problem solving

Strategic
Focus

Procedure/
Detail

Decision making



Stereotyping and generalisations
 Reduce our ability to appreciate and lever diversity

 External influences also influence behaviour



There is nothing wrong with 
people who don’t think and act 

as we do
Our brains are just wired differently which makes us see life 

through a different rainbow



Stand next to your top card
Activity?

How does this colour contribute to effectiveness at 

work?



Stand next to            

your bottom card

Activity?
What is it about this colour that can frustrate 

and annoy us?



Left Brain Right Brain

BLUE
Analysers

Explain the logic ‘WHY’ and back it up 
with data if needed.

BE LOGICAL

YELLOW
Players

Make it fun, exciting and energetic, 
and let them be creative.

MAKE IT FUN

GREEN
Safekeepers

Be clear, organised and punctual, and 
take into account possible risks. 

BE ORGANISED

RED
Carers

Be friendly and genuine, express your 
feelings, and show empathy for others.

SHOW EMPATHY

If you want to Click! with…



Whole Brain Thinking

Slide 18
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Getting the best benefit from the 
whole team

 Knowledge transfer
 Research
 Value analysis
 Reengineering
 Dealing with legal issues
 Presenting factual arguments

 Long range strategy
 Generating new ideas
 Providing a “bigger picture” overview
 Coming up with inventive solutions
 Keeping up with trends
 Creative problem solving

 Operational analysis
 Tracking information and bookkeeping
 Logistics
 Managing projects and deadlines
 Error Checking
 Improving and documenting processes

 Team and group activities
 Facilitating idea sessions
 Customer interaction and troubleshooting
 Coaching and mentoring
 Helping employees with concerns or issues
 Dealing with emotional issues*

Herrmann/Herrmann-Nedhi 2015



Managing Change
 What is the bottom line?
 What are the facts?
 What are financial consequences?
 What’s the logic behind the decision?
 What’s the goal or objective?

 How is it going to affect my future?
 How does this fit into the bigger picture?
 What’s the “why” behind the change?
 Do I have freedom to roll this out?
 How might this constrain me?

 Are there specific timelines?
 What are the specifics of the change?
 What’s the track record for this type of 

change?
 Are there others I can get information 

from?
 How can I minimise surprises?
 What are the risks to me?

 What will be the impact on the team, my 
family and me?

 What are the implications for the 
customers?

 Who will be available to listen to my 
concerns?

 Can you engage me personally before you 
roll this out?

Herrmann/Herrmann-Nedhi 2015



From

I’m OK, it’s just all of you that has the 
problem

to

I’m OK, and guess what, 
so are you!



“If behaviour doesn’t change then 
nothing changes”

If you want to CLICK with people, then 
“change your behaviour to suit”



Thanks for analysing the facts & data

Thanks for getting the detail and being involved

Thanks for your teamwork and consideration

Thanks for butting in and taking over 


